INSTALLATION GUIDE
ROMAN BLINDS
Thank you for purchasing an Ink & Spindle Roman blind!
We hope it looks lovely in your home.
Please find below a simple guide for installing the blind
yourself, please don’t hesitate to contact us if you need any
further assistance.
Face Fixed Roman Blind - cord operated

Face fixed Roman Blinds blinds are mounted to the wall
or architrave using the supplied L brackets. You will
need to supply your own screws depending on the
material being fixed into timber, plaster, brick etc.
First determine the position of each bracket. The
brackets should be roughly evenly spaced along the
headboard, but not obstructong any mechanisms.
Using a levelling tool, mark the position for each L
bracket at the desired height. Each L bracket features a
slot shaped hole which will allow you to make small
adjustments to their vertical position before fixing
firmly into place. Screw your L bracket into the wall/
architrave as shown.

With the blind in the fully upright position, rest the
headboard of the blind on top of the brackets and mark
the screw location with a pencil.
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Drill a pilot hole in the marked location.

Screw upwards through the brackets into the headboard
to fix in place.
If your blind is not hanging perfectly straight you can
make adjustments to the vertical position of the
brackets by adjusting the slot screws.
Please see next page for cleat installation and important
safety information.

Recess Fitted Roman Blind - cord operated

With the blind in the fully upright position, position the headboard in its desired location within the recess.
Screw upwards through the headboard into the ceiling of the recess. You may need to drill some pilot holes first.
You will need to supply your own screws depending on the material being fixed into - timber, plaster, brick etc.
Please see next page for cleat installation and important safety information.
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Roman Blind Safety - cord operated blinds

For all cord operated blinds a cleat must be attached to
the wall or architrave. For safety please ensure that you
also install the cleat at least 1600mm above floor level
to keep out of reach of children.
WARNING: Young children have died by wrapping
loose curtain and blind cords or chains around their
necks. Secure loose cords around the cleat at all times.

Roman Blinds with Headrail/Chain System

1) Whilst the blind is in the fully upright position, you will
need to unclip the chain system and remove it from the
headboard. To unclip the chain system from each white
bracket, you need to push the clear piece in (located between
the headboard and the chain system - see image A) and then
slightly twist it out of the bracket. It’s best to work from one
end and unclip them one by one.
2) Once the chain system is removed you can proceed with
installing the blind as per the instrucitons above (Face Fixed
or Reces fitted).
3) Once the blind is installed, you can then put the chain
system back into the white brackets. Again it’s best to work
from one end and clip them back in one by one. The metal
casing has a little give in it so that it can be slightly twisted
to get it back into the bracket. Please ensure that the chain
system is aligned with the pencil marks on the headboard to
ensure it is put back in the correct position - see image B.
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